Summary.
By postulating commutation relatimts between the axial vector currents and the nonleptonic weak l~amiltortia~t H, a~ld using the PCAC hypothesis, CALLAX and TIIEL~IAN (1) have related 3-pion K decays to 2-piml K decays. They assumed further that H was constructed to have AT= 89 They found agreement with experiment to be (( far from good )). On the other hand, a similar approach to pionic hyperon decays (~) has proved very successful.
We wish to make two points about the pionic K decays. First, we propose what we claim to be a more reasonable way of comparing the physical decay with the process in which one of the pions has zero mass. This considerably improves the agreement with experiment. Second, we observe that the assumptiml of AT= ~ for H is not necessary. If it is relaxed the AT=~ contributions prove to be nonnegligible, but their exact amount depends upon the s-wave two-pion phase shifts. The most probable effect of the AT=~ contributions is to worsen agreement with experiment; but it is still true that (t) C. G. CALLAN and S. B. TREIMAN: Phys. Rev. Lett., 16, 1 3 (1966) . (2) SCHECHTER: Phys. Rev. Lett., 16. 380 (1966) . the method gives a roughly correct determination of the 3-pion decay rates and their decay spectra..
We assume that the nonleptonie weak Hamfltonian is bilinear in currents of the form V4-A, and we assume the Getl-iV[a~m (~) commutation relations for these currents. It then follows that (1) [T 5 
, H] = [T, HI,
where T is the toted isotopic spin and T s is the corresponding operator constructed from axial currents. The methods .of (~) and (2), using PCAC, allow a zero-energy pion to be removed from a state if the matrix element is replaced by a matrix element of the 1.h.s. of (1). The matrix element of the r.h.s, of (1) may easily be evaluated from the effect of T on the kaon and two-pion states. Take one example. Let c = Ggv/(mg,~), and let a pion in parenthesis denote a zero-energy oue. Then (2) <x~-:
Similarly, we obtain Ill order to make the (,omparison with experiment, we introduce the usual variables s~ = (PK~P~:~): t~nd x = (2sa ~ s~--s~)/(3#2), where =3 is the odd pion and ,u is the pioi~ mass. The dat~ can be fitted with a linear dependence upon x (4)
Over the physical Dalitz plot, x w~ries in the range --1.3 < x < 1.4; but when the odd pion =a has zero energy x = 2(M~--/t2)/(3# 2) ~_ 8, and when 7:~ or ~:2 has zero energy x = --(M~ --/~2)/(3ff2) ~ --4. For want of a better method, we assume that (4) remains w0id out at x = 8 and x =--4.
